Goal Post Regulation

1. The post should have bright color markings above the base starting at 20" (50.8 cm) from the floor. The goal post should have a distinguishing marking at the 20” (50.8cm) mark.

2. The goal post must be made of durable material that can withstand contact from a chair during normal play without breaking or tipping over.

3. The base of the goal post must be at least 18” and no larger than 24” (45cm – 60cm). It can be square or round. No thicker than ½ inch (1.26 cm).

4. The base should have a 12”- 13” (30cm – 33cm) metal post protruding to accept a plastic, (PVC material or like durable material) goal post either over or inside of the metal post/tube. If the post fits inside of the tube, the tube must be have the same color below the 20” mark.

5. The 12” – 13” post may be solid or tubular. If tubular, it should be made of a gauge thick enough not to bend or dent if struck.

6. Base should weigh enough to not move if stuck by the ball. Minimum weight should be 15 pounds with a maximum of 27 pounds. (6.8 – 12.25 kg)

7. Base should have a non-marring material on its bottom to protect wood floors from damage.

8. Total height of the goal post should be a minimum height of 38” and a maximum height of 48” (96.5cm – 121.9 cm).

9. Center located posts should have marks to easily replace the post in its proper position should the post move.

Cones are acceptable for club games. The goal post regulation discussed in this document is for Tournament and Cup play requirements.